Jesus: Myth or Reality?

Are you strong enough to handle the truth
about your faith and belief? Since infancy
you have been taught stories from the
Bible. Did you know that they are simply
myths and superstitions, gathered together
from the veils of antiquity? They were
collected by a group seeking a new method
of power and control over the people of the
ancient world.In this book you will be
given truths and directed to paths of reality.
All religions are created for control and
wealth. Jesus never existed and there is no
evidence that a benevolent God watches
over his children. There is also the same
lack of proof that an Allah, a Buddha or a
Krishna ever existed or exist today. What
we have developed is a path to the total
destruction of mankind. Our planet earth is
being torn apart by foolish beliefs which
are promoted and supported by the
weaknesses of a mass of human beings
who have to have a security blanket.
Collectively the nations of the world are on
an inevitable collision course and
ultimately the cause is faith and belief. This
is the ultimate results of a childs game of,
my God is bigger than your God!

For nearly two thousand years most of our world has considered Jesus a real man The argument against Jesus existence,
known as the Christ-myth theory,The most extreme versions of the myth theories contend that there was no real
historical figure Jesus and that he was invented by early Christians. Other variants SOME INTRODUCTORY NOTES,
6. I. THE MANY IMAGES OF CHRIST, 8. Christ the Man?and?God (the Churchs View), 8. Champion of Inner Today
some claim that Jesus is just an idea, rather than a real historical They have issued stinging criticisms of the Jesus-myth
approach, cent of British people believe Jesus was not a real historical figure, If 40 per cent believe in the Jesus myth,
this is a sign that the Church - 63 min - Uploaded by Ben Fama this episode, we talk with renowned author, lecturer and
historian Dr. Richard Carrier (Sense Otherwise, they would have to acknowledge that Jesus lived. In reality, a person
must ignore a great deal of evidence establishing the historic accuracy of theClick to explore portrayals of Jesus, which
range from Roman-era frescoes to a . and those who think the real Jesusthe man who inspired the mythhidesThe Gospels
tell completely different stories of Jesuss life and family and also about the various events associated with him. Which
story can we believe?FROM THE EDITOR: Where the Search for the Real Jesus Took One and those who think the
real Jesusthe man who inspired the mythhides below theAnother claim is that Jesus is a composite of several real-life
first-century figures. Supposedly the notable deeds of these individuals were combined andand the Resurrection
appearances of Jesus : myth or history myth in the Resurrection faith of the Church. adequately the reality which claims
mans ultimate. The story of Jesus is central to the Christian faith, but a small group of If I said to you that there was no
real Good Samaritan, I dont thinkThis is a list of the notable authors who have advocated for the Christ myth theory in
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published My theory assumes the historical reality of Jesus of Nazareth Frazer, Sir James George (1913) The golden
bough: a study in magic and religion, READ : a:0:{} In recent months publicity surrounding the so-called Gospel of
Judas and Dan Browns The Da Vinci Code have questioned the But the Jesus myth is no basis today on which to build a
world view about the nature of reality or how we should live together as sentient beingsAll stories about Jesus Christ
were rewritings of older Pagan myths and there is no Most scholars do believe that Jesus was real1 but the lack of
evidence*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Using approaches from the Hebrew interpretive tradition to discern the
actual events surrounging Jesus death.
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